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Unobtrusively I Sit tn the Oklahoma on 58th
Unobtrusively
I sit in the Oklahoma on 58th
sipping clear liquor from cloudy glass
colored kitchens with chinese cooks
emit billie holiday "Lady Day"
and I wonder and wrap
my gum in a piece of chicago defender gum from behind an ear surrendered
with five baseball bats
that spell I was - or had been
An american boy
as capable of loving Jim as Huck Finn.
Running, jumping, screaming
hopping-wide-eyed-leaping-all-the-way
downtown to art school
which meant I guess I had imagination
Nevertheless
my mississippi was a wetbed.
I'd sold x-mass cards in michigan
on mexican shores built american forts
and had a sailboat from f.a.o. schwartz,
but I imagine I'm one of few who'd
wetbeds from border to border
by the age of ten.
I learned to drink wine
from an english teacher who saw
handwritings on the wall
and so
taught us all sorts of things about cuisine
before he had to go . . .
Diamond Jack
we called him after he laid the playwright's daughter
and took off for france.
I saw him next on a blue beach
and he wanted to know how everyone was but forewamed
that he didn't want a chronicle of my pants so
rather than sex I started to tell him of Tex
Castle "Tex" Freeman
A friend we had who limped cause he'd had
polio a long time ago
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and probably never played cowboys and indians
yet had a name like Tex back when
all the kids wanted to be Dusty, Waco, or Cactus Jim.
when Diamond Jack lurched and seemed to scan
the civil thicket for Castro or Ionesco
or maybe even John Birch
and like a priest he uttered, "On Tex may your comments cease."
and he returned to a volume of Boccaccio.
Unobtrusively
I sit in the Oklahoma on 58th
and search for eight-pronged stars
in diluted muscatel
cloudy constellations
,
that outline ideals as foreign to reason
as Des Moines is european and yet I think
I can tell what repelled Diamond Jack Tex had a line from Herrick he used to say
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may" and in my yearbook
he quilled
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may' I'm sure you will."
- Tex Freeman.
After graduating with me from University he went to
Washington and Lee- next we heard somebody had found
him out in Albuquerque in a two-bit-hotel-of-a-dung-hill.
Next I sa·w of him he was taking philosophy
courses atthe U. of C.
Gather ye rosebuds while ye may I'm sure you will - Tex Freeman.

Robert Bums Stepto
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Comrade Poppov

tc\

OMRADE Poppov smiled benignly at M,, Round., his hand frozen
,,
, in a waving gesture addressed not only to our Saviour, but to
millions and millions of people staring at the morning papers on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. The Soviet achievement was astronomically
splashed across the whole .front page o.f the New York Tribune- "POPPOV ON 23RD ORBIT!!". Smiling Poppov, laughing at the ants who
cheered his mission, three hundred and seventy two miles below. Mr.
Rounds frowned at the picture, stuck out his tongue and turned to page
two.
"Anything happening in the world today?" His wife looked over his
shoulder as she lay the cup on the circular table and filled it with steaming coffee. It looked like the same coffee he had gulped yesterday morning, but he didn't ask her if it was because it might be a silly question
and she would wonder.
"Sometime," he thought aggressively, 'Til finish that stuff for good."
Accustomed to receiving no answer, she spooned the sugar, informing him that breakfast was getting cold. So he stirred the morning meal,
and when the brown liquid was nearly spinning over the rim, he tippled
the cream in, watching the two colors mix in the vortical momentum.
The little cream he put in was digested hungrily by the swirling eddies.
Apparently nothing but Poppov was important that morning; page
two, usually jammed with international news, revealed only a lurid description of the murder of a Mrs. Lorenzo, who was stabbed fourteen
times by a stranger while some thirty of her neighbors just watched
from their windows. Probably in disbelief, Mr. Rounds mused. But the
event left him a trifle uneasy.
"It's absurd," said Mr. Rounds. "Things like that just don't happen
in reality."
She snatched his cup and recorded the time. He was a bit early
this morning, and that was good.
Now there were two things that Mr. Rounds never wore in his
apartment - his wedding band (because he was always washing his
hands and didn't want to lose it in the drain) and a belt. He didn't like
belts because they pained his overstuffed midriff. And unstrapping himself each night was one of his formal pleasures.
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Both the belt and the ring were important to him, however - certainly he needed to keep his pants up, and the gold on his left hand was
a "no trespassing" sign directed at all the young fortune grabbers in the
subway. Of necessity he remembered both each morning, soaping the
ring, working it with Anglo Saxon incantation over the knuckle, and
taking a huge but imperceptible bellyful of air as he fitted the buckle
into the last hole.
It is one of the mysteries of nature that Mr. Rounds never considered
suspenders.
She put her arms around his neck and their stomachs met like two
elephants colliding end to end. Although intended as affection, the procedure customarily hastened his departure. They mumbled goodbye and
he left her to another stifled day of television and bon-bons.
The lift took him down fifteen flights, stopping five excruciating
times to load more men, dressed similarly in three~piece outfits. He had
never inured himself to the plunge streetward, perhaps due to his overloaded physiology. He glared at the people jostling into the small compartment, annoyed at the unnecessary agony of starting down again.
Comrade Poppov withstood five G forces the paper had said. Mr.
Rounds wondered how many G's he had to undergo every morning.
Liking the number seven, he stuck to it - for there are seven days in a
week - and grunted under many times the normal gravitation as the
elevator stopped in the lobby, causing several occupants nearby to take
note of the martyr in their midst. Feeling awkward, he hurried outside,
gripping the valise in both hands so that it wouldn't throw off his balance.
The mounting crowd tumbled down the stairs below street level,
and like everyone else, he paid twenty cents for two tokens and maneuvered through the turnstyle. Mr. Rounds had never wanted to own
a car; the expense and frustration would be too great. The subway was
quicker and safer in New York; everyone agreed with him.
Finding a padded seat next to one of the windows, he closed his
eyes, imagining what the earth looked like from three hundred miles out,
perfectly round and silent. Perfectly round, he decided, a magnificent
sphere. . . . It had been forty years ... little girls jumping rope, laughing at him when he tried to get in. How angry he had been in a childish
way that he couldn't jump,too, and my Lord how he had wanted to!
Practice, son. And so he had, tirelessly, ambitiously . . . till one day he
could duck under the rope singing, "On the way to Naples, on the way
to Rome, going to buy some candy to take hack home." Lillian could
duck back out just as gracefully as she had come in, but he never could,
and they had to stop turning the piece of clothesline to set him free.
Mr. Rounds looked placid, relaxed, absorbed in his pursuits, lazily
watching the lights in the tunnel whip by, hands folded peacefully,
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mouth set in a flaccid grin. It is certain that he paid no attention to the
reflections before his eyes in the steamy window glass. Noting the uncomfortable pain at his waist, he loosened his belt two notches.
He always enjoyed these moments.
Mr. Rounds dreamed while he was walking to, riding in, or walking
from the subway station. And it might be added that he always dreamed
in the subway; there was never a time when he didn't. It was a regular
thing, like sleeping or eating.
"You can go right up to the top, but unless you look back at the
bottom now and then, you're nowhere" says Mr. Rounds.
He fumbled for his watch, noted that he had six or seven minutes
before his stop and relaxed, rather like a sleeper who wakes up shortly
before his alarm is scheduled to sound and sinks back to relish consciously an interlude of irresponsibility.
One day, on a trip to Coney Island, he had suggested to LilHe that
they ride the Ferris wheel. It was just the right idea at just the right
time. And then they rode the merry-go-round. Those hours were happy,
arms entwined, soaring over the grounds, gaping at the crowds pushing
and congesting the cheap midways, or urging their painted mounts, up
and down, round and round, laughing and yelling with gay abandon,
while all the passers-by noticed how much fun it was. He became a
master at snatching the brass ring - she cheered when he did. And
because he was so good at it, he and Lillie could ride all afternoon for
only two tickets.
The subway squealed, hissed piercingly, and jerked to a halt. The
passengers lurched forward and fell back. Gripping his pants with one
hand, his valise with the other, Mr. Rounds struggled through the door
and stepped briskly toward the stairs, hitching his belt as he went forth .
No one noticed him.
A fantastic fall day it was, bright and brisk on street level. Taxis
and vans streamed by, weaving in and out at terrifying speed. The
drivers never looked back - he always wondered why there weren't more
accidents in New York. The traffic slammed to a standstill, poised for
the green light. He pranced gingerly across Park Ave, making it to the
other side just as the machines lept forward at his heels. He was relieved
that no one had been caught by the beasts out in "no-man's land"; it
would be frightful, he decided, and tried not to look back for a second
time, just in case tragedy had occurred.
Number 10096, his building, rose phallically from the pavement to
a height of eighty four stories. Every morning he paused before it,
reminiscing of the day that he and Lillian had encountered each other
after four years of absence. He had been just starting work there after
HBS, young and vigorous. On that predestined day he was pushing
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through the middle revolving door when he saw her, in green and beige,
coming out.
"Lillie!", he had cried with joy.
"Tubs!" Her eyes had been wide with surprise.
Eagerly he had made a full tum and headed back out, searching the
street frantically. She was passing him on the other side, heading back
into the building. They waved. He had leaned hurriedly on the massive
glass doors and found her waiting for him in the lobby, calm and poised
as never before. They had embraced, and jabbered about what had
brought them to the big city. She had just divorced, and was just leaving
her job to go home. They had jabbered like children about Montclair,
Prospect Street, and Summit Street and the Old Man's newspaper firm
and the smelly meadows of New Jersey that still were just as smelly as
when they were kids. She had laughed and laughed, making him delirious with her scent and beauty. And somehow they had decided to get
together again.
He married her a month later in Montclair at Saint James and they
honeymooned forty miles outside New York because it was wartime and
he was not able to get away. The firm had a government contract to
step up production. They spent their first sleepless night in a small room
above a night-long Ram's Club meeting .. . the same little girl who sang
"On the way to Naples" and loved him at Coney Island. It was the most
romantic experience he had ever encountered; perhaps someday he
would write a short story for publication in the Post.
The elevator shot up to the twenty third floor and deposited several
paunchy businessmen. The doors shut noiselessly. By that time he had
decided not to write about his reunion with Lillian. But this was something he decided daily.
People noticed his portly personage entering each morning; they
said, "Morning, sir", and "Fine day isn't it!" and "How's every little thing
with you today, Rounds?"
Elaine smiled as she brought the mail in. He asked if she were
looking forward to the weekend and she sure was. And she asked him
how he was, fine, and was he picking the Yankees, and he said no that
he had betted on the Giants. She hung his coat, wiped the glass top of
the expansive desk, and left, plunging the tiny cubicle into abysmal
silence. But soon the random thuds and clicks mounted into the incessant clatter that would stuff the room till five o'clock. Rounds relaxed.
The morning lagged as usual with one exception - an 11:30 conference with four directors hot on the trail of embezzlement in the bookkeeping department. It was rather serious, he felt, but couldn't help
laughing a bit at the proceedings, because he worked on the efficiency
angle.
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The word after luncheon was that the Giants were winning 8 to 3,
and the afternoon was eaten up by interviews and dictations. At four
thirty Elaine brought the evening edition of the Record; she was pale
and asked to leave early. Her great buttocks contracted left and right
as she departed, leaving a peculiar pungency in the small enclosure. It
was the first time he had known a woman to fart.
After dictating a short epistle to Mal Tumulty on tape, he settled
back to lounge through the last gasping moments of the dreary day. His
immediate inferior in Boston maintained three great Danes that he always referred to as "dear" or "darling" over highballs. One of them he
named Hamlet, but it kept coming out as "omelet" because Tumulty
was British. He was a bachelor. Rounds decided that if he were a
woman he'd have great Danes instead of husbands or lovers; which
didn't have very much to do with anything. But those brutes had such
muscular chests and forepaws! He liked thinking about them.
Fortunately the death of clatter and five o' two exodus from the
front room interrupted his lascivious train of thought. As though running from the onrushing isolation of the glass enclosure, he hastened,
tucking the paper into his armpit and snapping the valise closed as he
bustled out.
In the lobby women's heels clicked like dozens of mechanical typewriters and a veritable tidal wave of human bodies churned through the
revolving doors into the street.
Quite overjoyed at the prospect of the coming weekend, Mr. Rounds
paused for a few deep breaths of happy air and tensed his shoulders
to work out the strain of an overly sedentary existence. Looking down,
he saw his newspaper and stooped to regain it, but so carelessly that the
valise unexpectedly caught on his shin, wrenching itself free \vith a jerk.
Mr. Rounds stood up, only to stumble a few steps as something
knocked him slightly off balance. Pushing against the current, he found
the paper and squatted low for it, nearly rolling over as a knee dug into
his behind. A large woman apologized and ·rushed on; he looked up to
assure her quite loudly that no injury had been done, but she disappeared
instantly in the congested throng going over his head.
The valise in the meantime had slid several feet further away,
struck by an innocent foot that couldn't be found now. Trickles of perspiration dribbled down his chin and stung his fleshy eye sockets as he
looked up, again because the kick hurt. The streaming, faceless mob
blocked out the darkening sky between the stem buildings fifty and sixty
floors heavenward.
Rounds pleaded, then he yelled for them to watch out. But the
infantile wail was decimated by the churning of shoes and automobiles.
He tried standing, nearly lost balance, and crouched quickly. The
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uncomfortable position limited his breathing to sharp gulps; there was
stale pain in his back as he drew air in.
By the grace of some incomprehensible power, the brown leather
box slid back toward him; it stopped abruptly as a foot trampled it.
With the desperation of a drowning man he struck out for it - wildly,
lurching for a piece of precious flotsam. Trenchant pain ripped his hand;
the malignant army, relentless, indifferent, and tormenting, seemed to
press its imponderable mass right down on him at the exact moment
when his tortured, throbbing fingers clutched the brass handle. He nearly suffocated.
Then he was stumbling along with the heavy object in both arms,
reeling with the shifting pavement, rocking sideways. Oblivious to his
direction. Nauseous and lightheaded, he literally fell into the subway
entrance, buoyed miraculously by the crush of bodies. They carried him
without picking him up in their arms, and were it not for their intense
solidarity, he would have tumbled down the steps to be trampled in the
pit below the ground, a prostrate blob of protoplasm.
Finding himself washed ashore by the glaring lights of the newsstand, he sank against the counter, slowly regaining his balance, sluggishly conscious as a waking man of his throbbing intestines and bloody
hand. Raising the latter for examination, he let the paper slip and fall
for a second time to his feet.
Quite wary of picking it up, Mr. Rounds stabbed with anguish into
a pocket with the injured hand and purchased another. Behind him a
train screamed and gobbled up another chunk of humanity to bury far
off in the subterranean distance. He wearily inserted a token and
squeezed through the turnstyle, catching the next one.
He was a shorn lamb, racked with pain and suffering. It was good
to see Comrade Poppov again - for Comrade Poppov wasn't suffering
a bit. Soaring through his metaphysical realm for the twenty ninth time,
he waved peacefully to Mr. Rounds, and to everyone else like Mr.
Rounds reading the evening paper. Too exhausted to loosen his belt, or
to care about page two, Mr. Rounds let his hands fall. Insensitive to the
pains in his ankles and back and hands, he closed his eyes and drifted,
wondering if the earth was really, perfectly, utterly round to Comrade
Poppov.
Red liquid oozed from the mean gash across the palm of his left
hand, seeping into the crumpled picture on the front page.

Ashley Sawyer Campbell, ]r.
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Four Poems
I.

Winter, and the narrow wind
That blows the faceless mirror of the years
And lifted the sable locks from off her brow
Diminishes the light df day;
Clear as the lynx's eye, the twilight sea
Gleams and goes, while on the strand
Time and tide beat back. The time
Will come when I will have no more to say.
For now the blood running back
Into the charmed and frozen spring of years
Can no more melt the ice that locks her eyes
Unless to freeze that milk to ice;
And tum the river that was marble, black;
Whose tides once drank the dearest voice of all.
And now they take her gentle hair,
So fair and clear, to spin the roots of grass, What difference in mortality
Can weigh the eye or make its visions tremble now?
Now that the eye under the lids of quiet fire
Shall never open but to see
The frozen mirror fall before its gaze,
Fall all to all, all a cold glass.
The lead that was the plummet to the frame
And from the marble knocked out Saturn's hand,
That shrunk the generations to a twisted water
And to the blasted ruin beat the drum,
Quenches now the candled hour, and with
A voice of shadows: "Close clutch the roots,
"My dear, around the hollow bone;
Tide and time, my dear, and time has come . . ."
Locked she is where time can never heal
Nor marrow warm.
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The wind that took her hair for ice
And set it on the trees, blows through my days.
While wounded winter on the shore
Pants like a fox,
Around the ravished heart the seigeless visions show,
Though claws of ice are on the vacant glass,
Time, before it from the yearless shapes can come,
Into the year less shapes must pass.

II.
Homeward at evening over the drifted snow
My sheep I follow down the shallow path
Along the hill,
And a wind off the plain from the west
Freezing my breath into rest
Bums all still.
Over the way soothed deep into snow
The owl and the titmouse sleep,
And crouch hushed;
The only rustle of grass in alarm
Are witherings my arm
Lightly brushed.
Now o'er all sleeping the starry quilt draws,
And leaves me one chance
For the night
To bid all the things that drowse curled
And fare to the going world
Its last goodnight.
Back to the stable I turn again home,
Back with the flock
From the day;
The brook by the pasture bar
Flows choked, gone are
The larks away.
That stars that never themselves are a blur
Except by the skies of another
Shine and depart:
A further wind all warmth forgot
Explains the tears, but not
The choking heart.
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III.
Winter and the clay fresh-turned.
The earth has moved aside for nothing,
And then the nothing was filled up again,
Filled up with water and a weed.
The taper flickers on the wintry casement now,
Now night has sown the shallow stream with fern,
And as in shadows have the hours enlarged
Upon my consciousness, one face emerges crystalline:
One face, one shadow, one look
From forth the realmless void of fevered eyes,
That brightened till it turned to weep
Upon the muffied bosom of the clay,
Fires, all fires, - fires that were nourished
By the milk and ashes of the years,
The hours past that will not pass, Have hardened .to the ice of time.
What face is this! whose eyes of ice possess the night:
Now, like Saturn from the secret waters of his cave,
Eyeless, and without the fear of love,
The frozen shrive1led image creeps like a snake
To his doom by the bright bride's side,
To shed his skin and lie in her flowering mystery As if there were another end to things
But in themselves And now whose boy, gay of the flesh, rapt in his fatal games,
Leans happy on the hill, from now,
Until by the lonely candle sleeping
His father blows in the folding dimness nightly.
Winter, and the clay fresh-turned.
Earth covers one who yearned
For another morning in the sun
And got instead a darkened one.
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IV.

Calm was the morn, and the morning calm
While the undreaming birds
In lonely company arising to sing for all the day once only
Stirred from stone births;
Being paused from being, and the crystal earth
Poured with the progress of their song
Thrown over the meadow
And the waters of their voices
All arising.
Folded in morning, she lay
In white wishes simple
As lambs, nor knowing that, chased by the wolf-swift wish to be,
She should be eaten by the being, So loving fell from love, But from the spring of vines among
Turning from the rapture of the night
Restrainedly away there fell
Down from his twining solitude
The nightingale, his song.
Over the mounting morning, doom
Rose with the sun
Rising to rob his song with the wind whence had it come
Nigh unto another's side to press the thorn.
Loving stilled to love, song to songlessness,
And the void room streamed with love
That in becoming ever is to be;
That only in becoming
Ever is.

Peter Hollenbeck
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Laughing Mac

tTJ

HE dmty 'mell of the thirty yeru- old barrack.. which was to be
\ ' ' his summer home evoked for Rick Noland countless individually unremembered musty apartments and two-room houses from his
Eastern Kentucky home life which he had been, was, and would continue
repudiating. He was in California now, and if he went back to Kentucky
in the fall it would be to his sophomore year at Eastern Kentucky State
College which, physically very close, was genuinely so far from his home
and heritage of squalor and ignorance, city and farm. He paused at the
doorway for a moment, carrying a huge canvas bag with one hand and
his army surplus sleeping bag under the other arm, and walked into the
dimly lit, raftered, bunk-lined room where five boys his age were playing
cards near a glowing pot-bellied stove. He threw his belongings on the
first empty bunk and went to meet the card players.
"How y'all doing'? My name's Rick Noland."
The others rose, and one boy came casually over and extended his
hand with an easy even grin, "Hi. I'm Ron Earnshaw, and this is Jim
Richter, Archie Westfield, AI Riessman, and Marty Bell. Looks like
you're the first new boy here; what part of the south you from anyway?"
"Well, I live in Richmond, Kentucky-"
"Oh yeah. I live in Arlington, Virginia; go to school at U. Va. These
boys are all pure Californians, so I reckon we'll have to stick together.
These damn yankee abolitionists ..."
Rick didn't particularly like that kind of superficial southern humour,
but laughed anyway and replied, "I reckon you're right."
One of the others broke in, "Rick, if I was you, I'd take my junk
over to another bunk. There's an old guy named Mac Skettles right
across from that one'll keep up all night if he's drunk."
"And he's drunk a hell of a lot."
"That guy is just out of the question. He'll shout, cuss, sing -"
"And laugh. He'll goddam laugh till four in the morning with
nothing to laugh at. Ron, is he drinking tonight?"
"That bastard? Hell no, it's too close to payday for him to have any
dough. He's probably out washing his one extra shirt and pair of jeansthat groveler- goddam Laughing Mac."
Rick moved his possessions to another bunk. He was dead tired
after traveling for four days, three on the train to San Francisco, six
hours on a bus to Redding and finally four more hours of hitch-hiking
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to travel the last fifty miles to this remote mountain national park where
he was to work as a summer laborer. It was only nine o'clock though,
so he joined the card game and talked with his new summer friends,
learning that the four Californians had lived and gone to school all their
lives in the West where they, as they said, "got around good," but Ron
had apparently been everywhere including Europe and liked to talk
about it and his wildness which, Rick correctly thought, were both made
possible by his father who had also used his influence to place Ron at
the park. He also learned about the hustling, drinking, and fishing poten- .
tial of the area before he fell into a bed for the first time in four days at
eleven.
Rick first met Mac Skettles the next morning when he found himself
assigned to a garbage truck with Mac and a driver, a burly, pleasantly
ugly, exuberent collector of garbage named Hank Peterson. Mac looked
like he might have been the oldest man Rick had ever met. He was also
one of the thinnest; his spare frame and wrinkled toothless face, which
occasionally twitched uncontrollably at the mouth forcing a sunken chin
even further down and in, would have seemed more in place on a
shadowy forgotten city street than here in these mountains. Mac was
also having trouble controlling his hands and arms which, seized by
spasms, make him look sometimes like a grotesque marionette. H e did
his job, however, and even laconically instructed Rick in the routine of
the garbage truck and its cycle of collection and disposal. By noon Rick
had learned his job, so Mac was put somewhere else, and Rick and Hank
went out alone. They talked some of Mac.
"I tell you, kid, I've known that old boy for' three years, and I like
him, I feel sorry for him. I guess everyone does, the poor half breed
son of a bitch."
Not everyone, thought Rick, remembering last night as he asked,
"How damn old is he anyway? I've never seen anybody ..."
"Well, hell, I guess he's about fifty-five . It's them teeth gone what
makes him look so old I think. It's a damn shame-"
Rick thought it was probably more than the teeth, but asked,
"What's Mac do durin' the winter?"
"He just sets around and draws unemployment - he got no people.
I guess he had a fa1m in Oklahoma but he don't talk much about it. lie
been here for thirteen years and got nothing but eat, sleep, work, and
drink."
"Yeah, I heard about his drinkin'."
"Oh, he gets screwed up when he's drunk, you can't describe it. I
seen him one day about dinner time on his day off cussin' and screamin'
around down by the Ranger Station. He was scarin' tourists shitless,
women gettin' aholt of their kids and all, just scared shitless. And some-
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times he starts laughin' to beat hell and that's worse than his shoutin'
and screamin', no shit."
"Really bad?"
"Cod, I guess."
"Tell me, does he always have those spasms he was havin' this
morning?"
"No, just when he ain't been drinkin' none. Come payday and he'll
be doing okay again."
'1 guess he gets the job done though."
"Yeah, but when he's bad you got to watch him. I remember pullin'
up at that corner comin' out of the dump once and I ask him how's the
traffir, and he says, 1 guess it's doin' all right,' and Christ, I says, is there
anything comin' or not. The old boy can be-"
"A little on the scary side?"
"R"ght
1
•• •"
Three days later it was payday, and Rick decided to go along with
some of the others down to the Park Company bar, The Crater Room,
a small place which was filled usually with the same employees of the
park and sometimes a couple of tourists. Ron Earnshaw had said that
he was sure that this night would be good for girls, and it didn't look
bad at all, for there were a half dozen sitting in one corner and three
boys who worked at the gas station in the park. There weren't many
people at the bar, just two tourists and Mac alone and drinking martinis
with difficulty, having trouble coordinating his hand which was twisted
around the glass as if the fingers were broken and his mouth which occasionally let a little liquid drop down the sunken chin. He set the drink
down, and his jaw was working spasmodically with no audible result
but it seemed like he might be trying to laugh from his eyes. Ron remarked, "Oh hell, and this is his day off meaning he's been here since
noon. It's going to be a bad ass night in the barracks. Well hell, let's
see what we can hustle over there."
And Mac sitting there, not watching but just sitting,
Noon and soft dark brown wood good and first hot fire down the
noontime rest, good from plowing sowing harvesting good growth food
and sweat your own sweat, your own land good but why why dust death
bones dry land like fire - fire burning hot now and good I laugh I try
but gone, gone one more to pour inside to fire good and hot sitting in
brown and dark where they move around the edges shadows flits they
move good and I sit good and the fire hot and good I'll laugh, I'll laugh,
tonight I'll laugh . . .
Rick, Ron, and two others left shortly with four girls and building
a fire by the side of a cool mountain lake they had a small successful
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time which set a tone promising for Rick a very good summer, and for
the others as well, as near has he could tell before the fire died and the
couples together were alone. The barracks was dark with sleeping when
they finally made it back, and, with seven o'clock looming in five short
hours, no time for talk, so they fell into bed after a rapid wash, settled
for sleep. Then Rick and all. of them heard Mac, wildly drunk, come
fumbling through the door, lurch inside and begin to laugh. For the
first time Rick hear this hideous laugh which began as a mildly incoherent chuckle emanating from the back of Mac's throat and developed
into a raving hysterical hyena scream. Then Mac was quiet for a moment , his thought running now in tumultuous currents,
noon twelve noon o'clock gone long in wood soft dark booze indian
fire water made you again you
and screaming, "LYING SON OF A BITCH, YOU UNHOLY
LYING BASTARD."
"Shut up, Macl"
"Yeah, come on."
hitting dusty oklahoma farmlands broke and never made chance
had chance to california and what do they know, what do they know,
what do they know its funny
and the laugh, "YEE YEE YA YA YA YA YA YAH YAH YAH YAH
YAH"
"Mac its late."
"For Christ's sake, Mac, let's sleep."
sure sleep back in dream my farm and dust dead land but why not
missourie like jesse and frank james
and screaming, "JESSE AND FRANK, JESSE AND FRANK
JAMES, WHO KILT HIM, WHO KILT JESSE JAMES?"
"Mac, shut up!"
"Go to bed goddamit."
"Come on Mac, easeup."
why not sleep easy sleep but back further the hills reservation the
song i know a song
and singing, "WAY DOWN ON THE RESERVATION
THE INDIAN NATION
FAR AWAY FROM CIVILIZATION
FAR AWAY FROM CIVILIZATION"
and the laugh, "YA YA YAH YAH YAH YAHYAHYAHYAHYAHYAH"
The barracks exploded with curses and shouts.
all right all right the shithouse sing in the shithouse with my friend
mac who cries shouts sings laughs with me mac mac here i come
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He careened out the door and Rick saw everyone laughing especially
Ron who, spread eagle on top of his bed, was shaking with laughter,
and saying, ''That completely ignorant, dumb, asshole son of a bitch.
Unbelievable. That's just the worst thing I've ever heard."
Rick was suddenly livid, "Shut up, godamrnit, that's enough."
"What, are you kidding me?"
"No, shut up. wise man."
"Why you dumb Kentucky ridgerunner, you aren't but one cut above
that-"
"Fuck you!" Rick was grabbing him now pulling him from the bed,
with all the delirium of the enraged, but Ron was quick and landed a
blow first, and then they were pulled apart, and it was Rick with a
bloody nose going out to the wash house.
There was Mac, propping himself up against a wash basin with one
hand, the other arm pointing at the mirror in front of him, screaming
incoherently. Rick let the blood trickle down his face as he stood silent
and unmoving, staring at the pathetic contorted old man who somehow
made Rick afraid, not of Mac himself but of the man Mac had become.
Rick knew he should move to treat his nose but that fear mingled with
a fascination which was born of disgust and sympathy, of repudiation
and kinship, of clear visions of a future and broken reminders of a past
held him still as Mac's whining scream became coherent:
''YOU SON OF BITCH - YOU GODDAM SON OF A BITCH YOU IGNORANT BASTARD GODDAM SON OF A BITCH- YOU
UNHOLY HALF BREED OKIE SON OF A BITCH - WHO DID IT?
WHO KILT JESSE JAMES?"
An then the laugh rang piercing in Rick's ears.

Thomas ]. Kelly
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Middlemen
The pilot of the droning plane above cannot conceive
the lazy summer sound his craft's exploding pistons leave
to swim through waves of warmth to us, who, watching, far below,
in turn cannot conceive the kinesthesia he must know.
Sit and listen, how the swimmers splash across the lake:
they can never step away and hear the sounds they make,
and so are only singing, never listen to the song.
The dead can stand detached, but cannot live through life along
with swimmers, pilots, all: the superficial and the rest,
who feel life's essence; we, apart but feeling, can know best
their vices and their virtues- climbing hopes and crawling fears;
our power to observe outweighs the retrospect of years.
Things which cannot feel themselves are also in our view:
Tin roofs dulled with rust, a live oak's mottled shade, a hue
of sunset's autumn: such as these we add to our wide store
of feelings and appraisals, which, combined, make something more.
Jess Brewer
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Fish Bones
In a circular sun-room
Fell shadows of a ship mast,
Father made of washed up fish bone
On the floorNets, caste in moon beams,
On the uneven stone floor.
Light, lapping in,
Sent imaginary sails
Billowing out Waves filing and enlarging the net,
Setting it out.
And the ship glided around the room,
Lifeless in brighter light
As old fishermen,
Asleep,
While nets float
In the gentle moving sea.
Moon beams leaving
Becalm the boat
And net is tightened,
Taking their cargo beyond the glass
To swim forever the ports
Of this encircling, receding sea.

Douglas Cushman
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changing patterns of snow tn a field
hidden infernos, naked in a city field
where a kid laughing among kids makes men with stick eyes out
of snow
while fires of wind in the fields
blew smoke newly fallen, across his feet.
now face down in a drift he waits for the dreams to come
as slowly the flames of coldness consume to a log
a man made ashes before
when fields were faces, which howled words out in the fog of their
breath
and later when fields were crosses
newly whitened, where skeletons, floating, found their rest.
his wan-ior of doubting priestly eyes
kindled witl1 fear reawakening brought
and maundering madly in search of answering reason
end in a field by staring coldly into drifted clouds of emptiness
while his body feels now the skeleton's breath,
the burying flakes of snow.

Douglas Cushman
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Blue sound of a base of a coffee house combo,
Reh1rns to a vortex, back into silence as the music stops,
And catches a dwarf, stirring him down a stairwell into the wall.
There, mocking the bricks, he raises a bottle of bon voyage
to his prostitute lover
Cuts the lines music made in a moment and casts her free
on the raft from his thoughts
As the wave of the fog on emptiness, spinning and silent,
washes over and drowns him in dollar red wine,
Dreams drift away into eddies of unsweetened night
And escape to the currents of sleep.
DouglM Cushman
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Scenes of a City Night
We tuned the music higher
Leaned back, crossed our legs and spent the night away,
While outside - you Catherine, crossed your legs
For another reason, in urgent spreading fear. And sirens came.
Then, as the holy music played
The pious crossed themselves and tried to place
Your soul in a city grave
And reminders on a marker.
Could a barmaid ask for more Newspaper memorials
Buried in forgotten places
And radios- all singing praises?
- City music, Catherine, soundless in each mind
Drowning every intersection and all crosses
In sophistication of a fog
And for you, now dumb and sightless, underneath there is no other
sound.
Crosses on a country church-yard, Catherine,
They're not for you.
The organ music the wind makes
Through tree leaves It's not for you.
So let remain the bloody crosses
Man carved in your body, Catherine,
And let form silence be recalled as their memorials
The last syllables of your screams,
Blowing among the building sides.

Douglas Cushman
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To Carve a Seagull

AMAs good morning pi..-ced my clouded serues and '"'PPnded
from beneath my sleepiness as I came ambling into the rainy
day kitchen rubbing my eyes. She didn't usually get up till after dad
was gone, but she was sitting in her bathrobe sipping black coffee from
a cup she held with both her hands. Her left hand dropped to the table
and slid a gutted grapefruit rind aside. "What shall we get your mother,
Tom?" she asked. Dad was hunched over the paper reading it without
his glasses and eating. He bent sideways at his sweetened coffee and
cream and slurped. "Whp . . . I don't know ... whp .. . twenty-five
dollars?"
"Oh Tom, not if she's coming here. We've got to have something
she can open."
"She needs the money."
"But can't we give her some little thing besides?"
"A joke you mean?''
"A joke or something. Maybe one of those pretty little birds that
old Tony Whatsisname down on Lower Road . . . you know, the birds
on driftwood?" she said showing with her hands, one parallel to the
table, the other fluttering diagonally above it. Dad had clunked his
coffee cup down and was getting up and said it was all right. "Something she can take back to the city with her," mama said. Dad reached
through one sleeve of his jacket for his briefcase, through the other for
the doorknob, and left with a "see you tonight" over his shoulder while
I was crunching up my Shredded Wheat in the bowl and watching the
aging softness under mama's chin rise and swell down her throat in
gentle swallows.
It was rainy, so I went up to my room after breakfast and stacked
the pillows up against the head of my bed where I could sit backed up
against them and read. I was reading this book called The Black Stallion
about a kid who gets shipwrecked on an island with a black stallion.
The kid trains the stallion and then brings him back to America and they
win the Triple Crown. I had read it before, but it was a good book. I
got up to the part where they get to the island after the wreck when
mama called me for lunch. After lunch, she asked me if I would go down
and get Gramma's present. She gave me a dollar. I started runnin' almost before I opened the back door, got hung up a second on the latch,
down the steps, and ran. It wasn't because of the rain I ran; I just felt
like running. I ran all the way down High St., and down Two Lights
that goes to the cove, and almost down to Lower where Mr. Antone's
shop was, and only slowed up then because I got a stone in my shoe.
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The shop is kind of an old dusky bungalow with all the shingles turned
brown by the weather and just a few streaks of white paint left that
somebody slapped up a long time ago even before Mr. Antone moved in.
You could see the carved gulls poised on driftwood and rocks and stuff
in the big window as you got closer; and closer still, if you looked right
up nose to the glass to block out your own reflection, you could see him
back there bent over darkly in the amber light at the work bench. I
pulled open the screen door and walked in reaching back to catch it so
it wouldn't slam, then walked back to the bench and sat down on a
busted lobster trap watching him carving and his tongue rolling along
his lower lip with every stroke of the chisel. Me and him knew each
other 'cause I used to go there on my way home from school to watch
him now and then. And one time he made me a whistle out of a branch
from the willow bush out back. He said he'd teach me how to carve
someday.
"H'lo boy."
"Hello sir." He was smiling that warm silent smile of his and working the fine chisel over the back of a gull held tenderly in the vise. I got
up cause I was nervous. I hadn't ever bought nuthin' off him before and
he was funny about selling the gulls. He didn't set no prices; he just
asked what you wanted to pay. And I only had the one dollar in my
left hand pocket, so I was nervous and standing there on one foot and
the other, but gradually getting soaked up in the piney smell of the chips
and the smooth action of the dark gnarled hands. The hands caressed
the gull, the tools, the gull again, and stroked the sawdust from the
slender body. Then one hand drifted effortless over the bench alighting
on charred com cob pipe, lifted it, drifted to the bench again and back
and struck a match. I looked up and seen his eyes was teary from
starin', and he sat down puffing rhythmically tipping backwards in his
chair.
"My mother wants a ... a .. .."
"Mmmm. . ." Thumb and finger kneeding his right ear lobe slowly .... "Which one you figga?"
"It's for my gran'mother; she's pretty old."
He tipped down stood up swung an arm over my head and lifted
down this gull that was hovering down onto a rock. I wanted to pick it
up and look it all over but I only had the dollar and I didn't know if it
would be all right.
''I've only got a dollar."
"Dollar it is."
I uncrumpled the dollar and held it out there drooping in an uneasiness of giving and taking hands through which the bill flowed into
his big hand and fluttered listlessly as it was dropped into a bent-up
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coffee can. He nodded to the gull; I took it from the bench two-handed
and said something about thanks. We sat down and he lit up his pipe
again.
"Been playin' ball?"
"No, I quit playin' ball cause all you do is stand around and chew
grass waiting for your ups. I went swimming yesterday, diving off them
rocks down Two Lights. Ya'know where that little cove-like place is in
the rocks where the water fills in at high tide so you can dive down
'cept you gotta scrunch up soon as you hit the .water else you'll hit bottom. That's where the big kids go."
"Yeap, 'bout thirty foot high 'in't it?"
Ya, I guess so." Then I told him about The Back Stallion and he
said it sounded like a good book but he couldn't see why I'd want to
keep reading it if I already knew the story. I guessed he was right except I didn't have no other good books at home except The Call of the
Wild and I'd just finished that again last week. He said he had some
sea stories by this guy named Joseph Conrad but that they were over
his sister's house across the bay. He said he'd maybe row over there one
day soon and get them. But him and me both knew I was gonna have
to go away to prep school soon. That was my father's idea.
Mr. Antone went back to carving, and I hung around for a long
while sittin' on a lobster trap swingin' my feet in and out of the opening
in the bottom trying not to be a nuisance. I watched him work and held
the gull for Gramma. When it looked like it was getting late I asked him
what time it was. He scraped some chips and scraps away from the face
of an old clock with the side of hishand. "It's stopped," he said.
"Oh. I think I better get home." He laid down a piece of sandpaper
ani got up. "We-ell," he said, laying a hand on my shoulder as we moved
forward through the shop. He reached the screen door and pushed it
open till it caught in the soft sand and stayed. Outside, he stretched up
his arms till you could hear his back cracking, then let them down and
hung them by thumbs in his suspenders with a grunt.
" 'Bout six," he said.
"Mr. Antone?"
"Yeap?"
"Will you teach me how to carve before I go to school?"
"Anytime. Y'uv seen it mostly, and you got it in ya. You just gotta
practice some. Then you'll begin to . . . we-ell. . . . You ought ta get
yourself some tools if you're serious. Some you can carry with ya.
Knives an' chisels. I've got an old vise."
'Til see if I can get 'em for tomorrow."
"No rush boy. Any afternoons. I go off mornings."
"See ya tomorrow," I said. He nodded, rocking slightly on the balls
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of his feet, and I turned away. I started wondering how I was gonna
get the money to buy tools. I only had a week and a half before I'd
have to go away to school. And I knew dad wouldn't give it to me for
nothing, and mama would say ask your father. On the way home I
wondered about it.
At home Mama got the door and took the gull. She was burned
because I was late. "It's six-thirty," she shouted. "I oughtta make you
and your father eat your supper cold."
"No it isn't rna."
"Oh that's right the clock's fast. Fifteen minutes past then." That
calmed he down some and she said that the gull was a pretty bird and
took it upstairs to hide it so gramma wouldn't see it when she came
tomorrow. I knew where she hid it, though, from the sound of her footsteps upstairs. I heard them go up and over and come back down
again so she could get the supper on the table and put the steak in. My
rna can really cook a steak - about half an inch of red meat, red enough
to keep the blood in it and make it juicy.
"Better go wash before your father gets home." I was at the counter
lifting up the cover to a pineapple upside-down cake; the thick, luscious
syrup and sliced pineapple starting the water in my mouth trickling .. . .
"It's for your fath er's poker crowd."
I replaced the cover swallowing and went upstairs. But I forgot to
wash my hands. I went and looked in this little box I kept in my top
bureau drawer. Two lousy pennies. I thought of mama's dime bank
that you can get dimes out with a knife, but I was too old for that. I
was just starting back to The Black Stallion when I heard the motor
whirr and cinder crunching tires up the driveway, heard dad thump the
door closed. So I zipped into the bathroom, rinsed my hands, and
smeared dirt down th e towel quickly.
Supper was no good. I mean, it was good, but it wasn't a good time
to ask 'em for money. As soon as I sat down dad said "go wash those
hands", so I had to go back up and wash them with soap. And when I
got down again my steak had got sort of cold and dry-looking and they
were talking about a new car dad was going to buy. He said he wanted
a Buick, but mama was talking about mileage and wear and tear. But
dad said you got less wear and tear with a big car and better deals and
trade-ins. So I ate along without telling them anything about the tools
and gulls and without asking them for money. We had iced lemon
sherbet for dessert. 'iVe couldn't eat the cake till tomorrow, rna said,
cause it was for the poker crowd. But she was going to make another
one, a chocolate one tomorrow for gramma so we'd have two. Dad
pushed back his chair and crossed his thighs, and he and rna lit up
cigarettes and poured coffee and nobody said anything, so I got excused.
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Dad wouldn't have been able to see knives and chisels then, what with
poker crowd coming.
Upstairs reading, shortly after supper, I could hear mama leave out
the back door, then the poker friends coming in the front ....
"Hi Tom, how're things at the bank?''
"Hi . . . oooh not so bad Red. Well Alvin! thought you might be
afraid to come tonight after the shelacking you took last time."
"Hi Tom. How's Hazel?"
"Fine, fine . . . . She's gone to see that Bette Davis movie up to
Hyannis."
"She leave us something to eat?"
"Aw you can be sure of that. I wouldn't let her out if she didn't .
Let me take your coats."
. . It was loud enough to come up through the floors and heating
pipes, but I managed to get back into my story, till I got to the part
where the kid is coming back on the boat that picked him and the stallion
up off the island and he's worrying about what his father's going to say
about him having the horse. And then I thought I heard something
about "that Portugee Tony" echo from the heater grill in the floor-board
beside the bed. It sounded small and distorted sort of like a telephone.
I got up and was coming down the stairs quietly because it was pretty
late, and I could hear them talking....
"Christ, he isn't any older than you and I, Al. He was in my class
in High School. I wouldn't stick up for him if I were you. Quit school,
you know. Raise you two AI. Damn shame, quitting. His father had a
better fishing business than most white people."
CCThree.,'

"Said he quit because of a woman, one of the Eldridge girls."
"Four."
"Threw him over."
'Well, a winner never quits and a quitter never wins."
"Call four."
'1t was probably just a rumor anyway."
"What?"
"A pair?''
"About that Eldridge girl. You know how folks are about anyone
who's a little bit well off."
"Kings." It was my dad. I saw him start to lean forward to scoop
up the pool of money saying "Yeah. they always want to drag you down
to their own level."
'Wait wait. Aces."
'Well Alvin, been sitting back there all comfortable so long," said
dad. Mr. Payson kind of glanced around . . . "Hi Raymie."
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"Well Raymie, come down to play a little?"
"No sir, Mr. Messer," I said. I had played with them before, and
they always let me win.
"About time to eat boys. Go out and get the tray in the kitchen,
Raymie." I •Went and got it and they asked me did I want any. I said
no I just came down to get a glass of milk. I got it, and went back upstairs and tried to read. But I was at the part where the kid comes off
the boat with the stallion and his old man's standing there with a big
horse van for him. I got to worrying myself about tools and carving
gulls, and thinking about Mr. Antone and what he said about reading
books over, so I put it down. I figured I'd go take a look at the gull that
was for Gramma. I snuck out in the hall and into rna's room and lugged
a chair over to her closet. It was scary because the closet door was
weighted down with heavy racks of rna's shoes and it scraped some
opening it. And there was all these fragrant colored dresses hanging in
the way so you couldn't put the chair in over the threshold and had to
stand on it and lean way into the closet to get to the shelf. The gull was
behind a whole lot of boxes of rna's personal things that I kept thinking
was going to fall, and I was afraid the chair would slip or that dad would
come up going into his room and look in and catch me there. But I got
it down all right and put the chair hack and snuck back into my room.
I put the gull on the bureau and opened up all the windows as wide as
they'd go and leaned out one to breathe the dark night air until the rain
had wet my face so drops were dripping off my chin. lt felt so clean I
didn't even wash before I went to bed. I just undressed to underpants
and took the gull to bed with me, up on the covers where it set comfortable. But I had to get up again and slip around the gull to get the
glass of milk. I could only drink about half of it so I put it down beside
the bed and got back in under the warm covers, rolled up, flicked out
the light, and rolled down. As the spot from looking at the light was
fading into gloom, the gull loomed strikingly lurid in the darkness. There
was no moonlight, and the orange bill, the grey shadows under the
wings, all the details were gone or faded into a horrid white gleam. I
put out my hand to touch the slender neck and underbelly. It was hard
and cool and smooth. I drew hack my hand and I think I had a nightmare. . . . I was diving off the rocks at Two Lights, and looking down
and there wasn't any water but just rocks, trying not to dive but something pushing me towards the edge and this enormous seagull swooping
down and scooping me up on its wing, climbing on and trying to hold
on by grabbing handfulls of white feathers but the feathers coming out
in my hands and grabbing and grabbing handfulls of feathers and pulling
them out showing to the sunlight the horrid lumpy sickly pale skin, and
the seagull falling as the feathers are pulled but I can't stop pulling, got
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to hang on and pull out the feathers because you know that unless the
bird's pulled naked before the ocean it can't grow new feathers to carry
me and I'll have to jump, I do have to jump into the ocean all alone. And
the sun is in my eyes. I am awake. Laying there not opening my eyes
and tired from sleep. I turned my head and opened them. The gull was
gone. Someone must have taken it when they came in to say goodnight.
I rolled back the covers and swung my legs out of bed kicking over the
stupid glass of milk left from last night. I sat there looking at it soaking
into the red fibres of the mg, all except the creamy scum that just sat
there too thick and slimy to be absorbed. I took off my underpants to
wipe the scum up with and put them in the hamper on the way to the
bathroom to take a shower. It was good taking a shower. I mean just
standing there for the longest time letting th e hot water hit your neck
and flow down over your body, then rubbing dry, and your skin all
bright and pink with life. Then dad was banging at the door to get in.
He said he had to play golf this morning. I wrapped a towel round my
waist and cinched it at th e hip and opened up. H e came as I went out
and he said for me to cook soft-boiled eggs for breakfast. I got dressed
and went down and did it, setting the table up all neat with his coffee
poured and napkins and silverware, and I was watching the eggs when
he came into the kitchen.
"Did you win last night?" I asked.
"Lost."
"Oh." I took the eggs off the stove and dumped the water out. The
toast was up; I went to butter it. Dad ran cold water over the eggs and
set them on the table. He sat down and proceeded to crack the eggs
into his egg cup. The last one would have overflowed the cup so he got
up and got a bowl. I went and got some Shredded Wheat and put my
egg cup back and got a bowl. We ate. Finally, I couldn't think of any
other way to get around to it so I just came right out and asked him
could I have some money. He said how much.
"I reckon about five dollars." I said. He looked up and his eyes
narrowed down and he says, "You're getting to talk just like these damn
hicks around here with your 'I reckon'. How are you gonna get any
kind of marks in private school if you talk like that. This is the year you
know. I won't stand another school year like the last one. Either you
make it this year or you'll be digging ditches the rest of your life." I
waited, and he got sort of backed up like a set of gears that got something caught in them and then leaned forward with a fin ger up sayin'
''I'm making an investment in you see; I want a good return on that investment." H e drew back again slow and easy letting what he had said
hang out there. "Go upstairs and shake the handle on the toilet," he said.
"It's running." I got up and ran upstairs and did it and came down to
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see him coming out of the hall closet putting on his white mesh "Riverside Country Club" hat and carryin' his cleated sandals. "Clean up the
cellar and I'll pay you five dollars," he said. "Especially the coal bin.
Coal Company's coming to fill it any day now."
Well, I didn't like doing the cellar, and I'd been hoping it would be
an outside job. But dad's pretty narrow about things like that sometimes.
And when I got down there, the coal bin was a mess. Someone had had
to clear away a space to store the boat, and it looked like they piled
every bit of trash from their whole lives and the lives of their ancestors
too in there. And it was dark and damp. I cleaned the big trash out
first. Then I started sweeping. And while I was sweeping I got to thinkin' that it didn't make no sense to sweep out the coal bin if they were
just going to dump more coal in. Dad would probably complain because
he liked to see things neat, but I quit the coal bin after I got the big stufl
out, and was sweeping up the furnace room. It got dusty. It was messy
and dirty, and no matter how much you swept you just couldn't get the
darn coal dust up off that cement floor. I was sweaty and the dust
raised got all in my hair and I could feel it caking onto my skin. I got
mad. I started flinging the piles of dust with the broom. It got dustier
and dustier until there was so much dust up my nose I could hardly
breathe. I got madder and madder until finally I threw down the broom
and went into the workshop. It was just as much a mess as the rest of
the cellar all except where the boat had been, but there was no dust.
The workbench was all messed up. Tools were everywhere. Dad always
said it was me that lost his tools, but it must have been him, though he
didn't use them much either. He painted some though. He painted
about everything that got to looking dirty or "cheesey" as he said. He
even painted one of mama's antiques once and she threw a fit. This
friend of his, Mr. Messer, gave him free paint. He painted the cellar
windows, and that's why it was so dark and dingy down there. He didn't
take care of his paint brushes though. He never cleaned them up after
he used them, so he had to go out and buy new ones every time he
started. I had to throw out all the old paint brushes I came across on
the workbench. It was strewn with them . I had to throw them all out.
But way in the back, stuck in an old pot of white paint that had long
since turned brown with dust and hardened, I found two chisels, a big
one and a small one, and an old hunting knife. I banged them out of the
paint pot, picked them up, and ran. Mr. Antone has a grindstone. I took
them down there and I worked the wheel while he ground them down
fine. It was hard work, cause they were in bad shape. Mr. Antone said
that sometimes one guy can really mess up a set of tools. That's pretty
straight. I carved one gull before I had to go to school. It wasn't very
good, but I loved the carving of it. You can't take' em home though, gulls.
Ralph Allen
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This Evening bz Autumn
This is evening in autumn when the chill
Begins to grow upon the apple trees,
The light shade of slightly-tanned grass
Glows in red reflection of the clouds,
When children's cries do drown the quiet air
In strange accordance with approaching night:
A spirit darkening first tl1e eastern sky,
Rubbing colour from the eastern trees,
Even pumpkin and banana colours
Not yet brightly blown off by the wind.
The ledges in the mountain, deeply shadowed
By the falling sun, come alive
And softly swing around and down the slope,
Skiing to the rhythm of a waltz,
Becoming lost, as all that comes to earth,
Amounst the dark-green, bushy valley growth,
Where we are, formless in the coloured dark,
Calling supper, closing up the doors
To unknown reaches fast subduing light
And us : we cannot see a life beyond.
The single sun-lit top of mountain-height
At last will challenge with its warmer light
The western glare, but soon it's also gone:
And the red triumph rises to its peak,
Soaking up the colour of the land.
And now the brilliant sky, withdrawing westward,
Can no more withstand the thin-aired night
And dies, streaking last its vengeful orange
Across the spacious, earth-close line of sight
Which passes for the westward end of life.

Thomas H. Taylor
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Oh, you gods and earth-destroyers
Who have thrown this roughened globe
Into the chaotic outer edge of space
To flutter in its wild uncertain course,
Remember us whom first you offered life
And in return who gave this life to you;
We took the seed, warmed and sunk it in the soil,
Planting life and using it with care,
Giving some to you in fear and love.
For it was you who made the soil soft
In summer and the fall, the snow in winter's grey
To cover up the earth and give it warmth
So life could thrive and once again spring up.
We call in shouting circles stamping hard
Upon the ground to rouse your sunken memory:
Give us life again as once you did,
And we shall lift you high in sacrifice.
Thomas H. Taylor
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It Was Raining Angels In Los Angeles
Reverend Coffield stood alone upon the new year
Cradled in the arms of his fire's escape
Gentle tinklings of tender ice cubes
Chimed through his frock
And he heard blue winds of a darker night
Behind dark cliffs in a darker mind
Circe-singing in search to find
The ciphered cryptic comments
Floating in cerebral champagne
The words of memory, canonical in name,
To sprinkle them in the dry, scattered leaves
Fallen, autumnal. from foreign trees.
Like taut umbilical cords to the past
The leaves girded him as a humble sash
And placed him on a sinai of thirty nine books
A proverbial pulpit from which to look
To the heavens beyond Ascension Church
And peruse the black above the land
Of film and fun and cadillacs ...
It was raining angels in Los Angeles that night,
And since his eyes were blinded from sight
He lowered his head
And tasted rivers on his cheeks
The seaways dead with fish
Soon to be eaten by the myriad meek
Around Salvation Armies
Filet of soul
I think its called.
And though these spirits dancing in space
Caused swollen streams in his face
Coffield continued to gaze in the new fallen haze
For L.A. citizens are used to the days
\Vhen a mist envelops the whole population
And recently it had been a real frustration
Since urbanization brought the new combination
Of smug and fog often termed smog.
And he strained his eyes to a dilated dance
Oozing farewells to the Occident coast
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Past Bright Light Big City
Past Our Lady of the Heavenly Host who was
Made quite a sight by two spotlights
Past Our Fathers who art drunk tonight
Past little girls leaping to reach Adonis
Past the gates of the centuries upon us
Out of the lattice work of the world's burdened bra
And on to the playground of the parish
The playground he built for the children of the parish
For the Negro, Mexican, White of the parish
So some vague ideal would not perish
An ideal silenced by that one someone higher
John Francis Cardinal Mcintyre.
And as his eyes stroked to see what to take in
They came to rest on the parish jungle gym
For the skinny placentas unto brick
Looked laden with some parishioner's laundry
And though the rain of angels became more persistent
And Coffield's frock wasn't weather resistant
He dashed out to find that what he had thought
A clothesline was angel-shadows climbing
And playing on the jungle arms tawdry.
And the blue winds of the darker night
Behind dark cliffs in a darker mind
Gasped to grasp a lasting word or two
That would keep Coffield's bosom blue.
But in its fear enough time elapsed
For the storm to disappear.
Orange skies came to mop up the dawn
Dishcloth on the formica of memories gone
Citrus cycles that dripped a stinging juice
Down on the california of dreams
Making the Big Neon Sign hiss, spit, and sputter
Causing power failures
emptying truck trailers
Of nuns crying oh mother
And monks crying oh brother
While running all the way to the beach hairs
Of Theolonius' Bright Mississippi
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The world's on its pyre?
What say you, Mcintyre?
Rather be nailed than jailed?
What say you, Coffield?
It's raining angels, oh F•ather.

Robert Burns Stepto

At the turn of the new year, 1965, ·it was publicly announced thatj a, Father
Coffield, the Roman Catholic priest of a downtown Los Angeles parish, had taken a.
"self-imposed exile" to Chicago from his church. Looking a little closer at the matter,
it seems that Cardinal John Francis Macintyre, the ultra-conservative Cardinal of the
Los Angeles diocese, in 1960 issued the statement that he wanted none of his priests
taking stands on the fast-brewing race crisis in America. Coffield, whose parish was
composed of Negro, Mexican, and white alike, refused to adhere to this order. Not
only did he take a position, but he built a playground for the children and rented
buses to occasionally take them to the beach. The faction of anti-integrationist sentiment among the whites of the parish complained bitterly that Coffield was squandering the church's funds. As this charge was checked into, Coffield went into "exile."
Interestingly enough, the priest whom Macintyre sent to review Coffield's books is
now the priest of the parish. This incident gave inspiration to IT WAS RAINING
ANGELS IN LOS ANGELES, a poem which the poet emphasizes was inspired by
the anecdote, and not a chronicle of it.

R. B. S.
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Barrel-House Barney and His Kid

1
~I~choked

PLUNGED tillough the maze of empty cartons and crates that
\
the back hall, murky with the smell of stale beer and
tobacco smoke. The over-coats of the waiters and bar-tenders hung from
wire hangers on one wall, oozing the damp, fetid odour of wet wool and
galoshes drying by the sputtering radiator. By the watery half-light
filtering in from the dining-room I found the door, fumbled desperately
with the knob, my lungs screaming, and burst at last into the open of
the back alley, daring finally to take a deep breath. It was a wet, raw,
winter night, and the steam rose from my coatless back and shoulders in
a malignant fog. The incessant murmur of the drinkers was muted at
last, the tinkle of Barrel-House Barney's fifth rendition that evening of
"Tiger Rag" tapping harmlessly at me from the other side of the door,
from across that hidden, swaying sea of bleary heads and beer-pitchers.
I knew that it would be several minutes before the cold got through
the smokey glow that shimmered about me, and I revelled in the contrast of the atmosphere, in air that had not spent the last two weeks
within the confines of the "Spats and Derby." I knew that Barrel-House
had nearly finished his routine, and I knew that the post-adolescent
midget who doubled as his twelve-year-old stage son and rhythm section
would be out to get me to fill the void on the piano. Normally, the everpopular Barrel-House mi.xed with the clientele and accepted the drinks
they bought him while I spelled him on the piano. But I knew that there
would be no mixing for him tonight, and no drinks bought for him by
customers. I was afraid to see him, or his reproachful look, or that of
the midget Jimmy, who, like Barrel-House's faithful dog, would now
loyally hate me more than ever. An involuntary shiver shook me, and I
seated myself on a cardboard box by the door. The cold rain had soaked
it, however, and noiselessly, compliantly, it gave way beneath me and
settled me on the ground with a squish. I made no effort to get up.
The door opened suddenly; the noise of conversation rolled in about
me, then sucked back as the door shut. The twelve-year-old drummer,
who had been shaving for at least that long, looked down at me from
the six inches or so he now had on me in my present position.
"Evening, 'Rag-Time Rick'," he said unpleasantly.
"The name is David Breaker," I said. "Everywhere but inside."
Barrel-House Barney had been an institution there for several years.
There had been a number of relief like me in that time, of whom I was
the latest, and only a veteran of some two days. They had all been billed
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as "Rag-Time Rick", no matter what it said on their drivers' licenses.
Barrel-House Barney's real name was Stanley Durko, for that matter,
and the "Spats and Derby" had been a laundry for years before it had
been redecorated in the manner of the Gay Nineties to reek age and
charm from every comer.
"Oh," said the midget. "So sorry." He pulled from inside his red
vest the tattered, shredded remains of a cigar lit, snuffed out, and saved
some hours before, and proceeded to reignite it with a golden Zippo. It
is an immutable law of nature that all migdets smoke cigars. This one
was definitely not the exception which proved the rule, and he jammed
the rekindled stub between his teeth defiantly. He was not allowed to
smoke or drink inside. Barrel-House knew well enough that the customers were unlikely to have any moral twinges about a twelve-year-old
beating the drums from seven in the evening until two in the morning,
but that they would be appalled at the sight of one of such tender years
puffing on a piece of burning hemp. He was dressed in the same sort of
outfit that we all wore - entertainers, bar-tenders and waiters alike the derby, the striped shirt and bow-tie, the open vest displaying the
guady suspenders, the checkered pants and yellow spats, and the sleevegarters. He brushed the crumbs of tobacco from his vest.
"Well, Brother 'Rag-Time'," he began.
I pulled myself together angrily, in order to rise from my ludicrous
position.
"I beg your pardon," he laughed. 'What I meant was, 'Brothel
Rat'."
The room was long and low. On the walls were plastered old sigm
and posters: grocery prices and campaign slogans. Here and there hung
an oil painting, or a lithograph or photograph of sterile, corseted women
and derbied, mustacheoed, men, stilted and stiff-collared. At one end of
the room was a stand-up bar, complete with brass rail and a huge, giltframed mirror, and above it, another gilt frame, this one encompassing
a large, voluptuous, pink and old-fashionedly innocent nude. Around
the bar shuffled customers, in suits and dresses, mostly, through the
evening's fresh supply of sawdust. The larger p01tion of the room was
devoted to little, round tables, large enough for two couples with crowding, the bulk of them clustered around a raised platform. On the platform was a stand-up, rag-time piano with the required open front,
outlined by a garish string of Christmas-tree lights; the midget's drum
set, on the bass drum of which, in circus letters: "Barrel-House Barney
and His Kid"; a microphone and two high, rectanagular speakers. Over
the platform, suspended from the sprinkler system, were three spotligths.
In the center of it all stood Barrel-House Barney, the man himself,
in the customary costume, to which he had added, with characreristic
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flair, a white apron tied about his middle. He was a large, bulky man
with greasy hair matted and sweaty, strands of it plastered to his face by
tiny rivulets of sweat. His sleeves wem rolled up, his fleshy, hairy forearms contrasting darkly with the white of the shirt-sleeves and the pudgy
pinkness of the hands grasping the rod of the microphone.
"Okay, okay, that's enough from me for awhile, folks. Now, if you're
not afraid, how about singing along with me on this one, just so we're
all a part of this thing. Now this here is a little test of skill, know what
I mean? Now the words are: 'Cheryl, Cheryl, sitting in the shoe-shine
stand.' This is where we separate the good drinkers from the not-sogood. Come on now, let's all say it together out loud, just to see if we've
got it."
Shaggily, the audience repeated it with him, three drunken preppies
by the platform yelling it at the top of their lungs and purposely slurring
the "sh" sounds, just to show that they already understood what the joke
was going to be. Their faces were round and flushed and pimpley, their
shirts open at the neck. I could tell that they stood a good chance of
being his favouribes of the evening.
"Looks like some of us are in trouble already," he joked broadly,
grinning apeishly at the three. He motioned to the midget. "Okay,
Jimmy, my boy," he yelled. "Let's have a little beat, there." He smiled
at me as he turned amundi and played the first few chords of "]ada ]ada
]ada ]ada ]ing-]ing-]ing," keeping his head twisted so that he could
watch the audience's reaction as he sang out of the side of his mouth.
"Cheryl, Cheryl -" he stopped suddenly, letting them falter sloppily
through the next word. The preppies were delightJed. "Uh-uh-uh," he
said to the audience reprovingly. "Just don't know when to stop."
Laughter rippled as always. "You know, there are one helluva lot of
people who don't know when to stop talking. For instance, take my
wife - PLEASE?" The laughter coursed again, like ripples in a cesspool. He moved as if to play, then stopped again. "She's so ugly she
makes Godzilla look like a salamanaer." Back to the piano again: "Cheryl,
Cheryl -actually folks, I'm just kidding. My wife is very attractive. Of
course, she's got her faults, but so do all of us. Now, she's got a slight
double chin, but you don't notice it because her -"
The waiters were whipping the dust and crumbs from the chairs
with their towels and stacking them, seat on seat, atop their respective
tables. Barrel-House Barney had parked his incredible bulk on the edge
of the platform where, canonized by an aura of sweat and self-satisfaction, he was meditating on the sudsy foam which slipped down the inside of his glass beer-mug. The floods on the stage were off, and the
room was filled with an even, watery light from several standard bulbs
in the ceiling, installed as work-lights. It was strange to see the room in
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an honest light, for it gave me an entirely new perspective. The platform, which during business hours seemed the glorious center of the
room, was merely small and dingy, not at all impressive in the sea of
tables, a shoddy jumble of frayed and worn electrical equipment, drums,
and the piano. The midget was looking through his collection of drumsticks, pairing them up, and stashing them in various places behind the
battery of drums. A half-finished mug of beer stood on the floor beside
him, and a reeking cigar protruded from his mouth.
I had been sitting at my customary table for some time, watching
the ceremonies associated with closing. I was not terribly interested, but
it was only my second night at the job, and in a half-hearted way I was
curious about what happened after the last customer had left. Like
everyone, I had an innate desire to know what it was like to be in a store
before it had opened or after it had closed, or to be in a theatre when
the janitors were cleaning. Everything is natural then; no pretenses for
the public. Everyone present belongs, like members of a secret society.
It was like watching some strange process - finding out how saliva is
produced or how the stomach works.
At length I grew bored with it, and rose to get my coat. BarrelHouse had been watching me part of the time, and as I stood up he
motioned to me with a huge, hairy paw.
"Have a seat, kid," said the old master.
"I ought to get going," I said. ''I've got a couple of arrangements
from that bunch you gave me that I haven't learned yet." I had already
spent some time with him when he hired me, and I had heard about the
unfaithful wife who had left him and the rest of it. I felt sorry for him,
but I preferred to do it at a distance. There was something about his
arm around my shoulders and his hot beery breath that repelled me.
"The hell with it, kid. Sit down and have a drink with old BarrelHouse Barney. Right, Jimmy?"
The midget looked up, his lips puckered around his cigar like a
blow-fish. "That's right, Barrel-House," he said noncommitally.
"You heard the boy," said Barney.
Beneath his joviality I sensed that he was almost pleading with me
to sit down. I felt sorry for him. I couldn't bring myself to leave. I
shrugged and walked over to the platform.
"Get 'Rag-Time' a beer, Jimmy."
"He ain't a cripple, Barney."
"Now that's no way to talk to a friend, Jimmy."
"Friend?" jeered the midget.
"That's all right," I said. ''I'll get it."
"Damned straight," said the midget.
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I walked to the bar and poured myself a glass, slowly, and with the
glass tipped, because of the foam.
'We're a surly bastard tonight, aren't we, Jimmy boy?" Barrel-House
said.
"I don't see anybody getting me drinks," said the midget.
"Aw, come on. He's new. There's no harm in doing a few favours."
"It ain't worth it, Barney baby. He's the worst 'Rag-Time Rick' I've
seen in three years. He won't last long enough to be anything but new
around here."
I paused at the bar, scraping the foam from the top of my glass and
shaking the sudsy finger over the little sink.
"Face it, Barrel-House, the kid's not cut out to be a rag-time player.
He's a bomb on the stage."
"Shhh," said Barrel-House.
"Now I can get him a real fine position playing rag-time to a group
of conventioning morticians, or a meeting of the Carrie Nation Chapter
of the W.C.T.U., but as far as this place goes, Barrel-House - I mean,
when a guy starts to play what is supposed to be a lively tune, and a
couple vultures flap down and perch on the piano, then ..."
"Give the kid time, Jimmy."
I licked my finger clean and started back.
"Give the kid notice," said the midget.
As I rounded the platform a huge smile ate into Barney's cheeks.
"You're doing real good, kid,' ' he said. "Don't take any notice of old
Jimmy. He's in a sour-ball mood tonight." As I sat down he struck me
a huge, fatherly blow on the back. I belched involuntarily.
"You got most of the songs down not so bad at all, know what I
mean? Ain't that right, Jimmy?"
'Whatever you say, Barney."
He was smiling so hard I thought that the comers of his mouth
were going to meet at the back of his head, and the severed top, greasy
mop and all, would topple to the floor like a bisected melon.
"But we all got room to improve, right son?" he asked the midget.
"As the fellow says, Dad," said the dwarf.
"Me and him are like .father and son," said Barney, putting two
stubby fingers together. "That close, you know? We been together a
long time, and we need each other, just like you and me got to work
together, and need each other, got me? I need you to spell me, you need
my advice. I been in this game a long time, boy." I nodded. "So let me
give you a couple pointers, right? Kind of help you along, so you can do
the way I do - put that audience right where I want it, all the time. A
little polishing, you get me?"
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I looked away into the jumble of empty cartons and darkness by the
back exit. ''Yeah," I said. "Sure. Give me some pointers, Barrel-House."
''Well, now, I know you're a student of music. I studied music myself after the War, under the G.l. Bill, you know, so I know how you feel
about some things. But it's no good being a student here."
"''m not a student," I said. "Money being, as it is, the golden key
to knowledge. I'm not pretending to be anything but an employee, okay,
Barrel-House?"
"Right son, right. That's the old ticket," said the master, in a more
fatherly tone. "So try to get used to different ways of doing things, okay?
I mean, you're not just a musician or a piano-player, right? This isn't
the place for concert pianists."
I had to laugh at his thinking that I wanted to be anything like that,
as though I were still a kid and denying myself the pleasures of, say, the
Little League or the Cub Scouts to practice the piano. As if I ever had,
for that matter.
''You're more than a musician," he continued. "You're an entertainer.
So talk to the folks, you know? Joke with them. Even have them join in
on a song or two, and let them feel like they're a part of the whole shebang. That's the way to have them eating out of your hand."
"'Cheryl, Cheryl'?" I asked, not innocently.
"Use that and I'll break your neck, kid," he said, only half joking.
"That's the best part of my act."
''Yeah," I said. "I agree."
''Well, just so there's no hawking each other's material. But the
main thing is, get up there and play like you're enjoying being there."
I sighed in capitulation. "Okay, Barrel-House. I'll enjoy being
there."
"Hell, no, you don't have to enjoy yourself."
I looked at him, without trying to seem as though I understood or
not. I didn't care.
"A job's a job, son. You don't think that I necessarily enjoy what
I'm doing, do you?"
'1 honestly don't know."
''Well, I don't. It's just the same as being a commuter and working
nine to five, but the hours are different. You do a job because it's a job,
and you do it a certain way, because that's the way it's supposed to be
done."
I was getting annoyed. Barrel-House's fatherly tone had irked me.
"What kind of a job is tl1at?" I blurted. "Doing what you don't enjoy?"
He didn't answer.
"Isn't a job a life's work? And isn't a life's work to . . . to fulfill
yourself?"
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"Kill it, kiddo." The damned dwarf again, I had to smile inwardly,
though, for I no more believed what I had said than he did. I was only
talking to hear myself talk and to keep Barney quiet.
"No, Jimmy," said Barney. "Give him a chance. Go on, son."
The interchange had startled me, and I found myself without another ready-made phrase. "That's all I had to say. Just that a job should
be more than a job." It was a half-hearted effort, and I realized that I
made myself as sick as Barney did.
"Was I not right, Barrel-House? Did I not say kill it?"
"Come on, Jimmy, will you?" pleaded Barrel-House.
"Look Barney, if you keep listening to this trash I'll have you committed. That's junk and you know it."
"It never hurt anyone to listen, Jimmy."
"Listen to that?"
"The boy has a point, doesn't he?"
"Barney," said the dwarf patiently, "It's as simple as this. Since
when didn't you enjoy this job? Is it really the music, or the audience
you like to play?"
1 don't know," he said.
"That's it," I said. The conversation had given me time to think,
and the dwarf's loyal anger had irritated me into going on. I wanted to
say something directly to the dwarf, something about malfunctioning
pituitary glands, but I decided to get at him through Barney. "Are you
or are you not a musician?"
"Yeah," he admitted humbly. 'Tm a musician."
"Then, as a musician, don't you get tired of doing the same old
thing day after day? How many times do you play 'When the Saints Go
Marching In' in an evening?"
"Just about eve1y performance. Five, ten times," he mused.
I couldn't seem to find any emotional mooring. At one moment I
felt genuinely sorry for him, hulking there on the platform, honestly
getting disgusted with himself for the first time in years, and gullibly
taking in everything I said. The next I could barely contain my amusement at considering myself or this professional clown as fellow musicians.
"Well, be a musician," I said. "Get up there and play what you want
to. Do something different. You're in charge, not the audience."
''I'm always in charge," he protested. 'Tve always got them right
with me."
"You're not in charge unless you're playing what you want."
"Jesus," said the Malfunctioning Gland, very loudly.
"But my job is to please the audience," said Barney.
"Your job is to please yourself."
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The Gland began to laugh. "Holy Mary, Mother of God," he
chuckled.
"They'll respect you for it, Barney," I said. "You're not just some
bum that learned rag-time at the back of a bar. You went to school and
learned music the only way- the hard way. So did I. Show them how
hard you worked. Show off, give them a sample of what you can do.
But you're out there for no one but yourself, so please yourself."
"With what?" asked Barrel-House.
"With anything!" I said, angry with the Gland, angry with Barney's
awful stupidity, angry with my own deception. "Anything! Why not
Mozart? Why not Chopin?"
The thought of the thin tinkle of that garish piano twinkling with
tiny lights, trying to wrestle with Chopin brought a smile to my lips.
Barney reached for the brief-case of music which lay beside him.
He hauled out a large compendium of popular music, an illegal "cheat
book" printed without payment of copyright royalties. "I had some stuff
here from right after the War," he muttered, dumping the contents of
the brief-case on the floor and sifting through them. I got up.
"Where are you going, son?" Barney asked, looking up.
"Bed, I said. "It's late."
"Stick around," he said. "Come on, have another beer with me and
the kid."
"Surely,'' said the midget. "Have another one with Daddy BarrelHouse, brother 'Rag-Time'. Just one big happy musical family."
But I could not bear it any longer. "It's late," I said again, drifting
toward the back exit. Barrel-House was fumbling through a pile of dogeared scores. '1'11 see you tomorrow before show-time!" I called over my
shoulder.
Barney called after me, but I was out the exit already.
". . . because her lower lip hides it!" Laughter again, swelling
through the room in waves, ebbing finally into quiet at the far end of
bar, where most of the patrons had missed it because it was hard to hear
there. He began singing and playing suddenly, just as the laughter and
applause had passed its peak:
"Cheryl, Cheryl, sitting in the shoe-shine stand.
Cheryl, Cheryl, sitting in the shoe-shine stan-and!
He played a few chords of formulaic finale on the piano, then smiled
and perched his bulky rear-end on the tiny disc of the piano stool, like
a trained bear sitting on the head of a thumb-tack, humbly accepting
the plaudits of the crowd and their thunderous ovation with a broad,
self-satisfied smile.
"Well, you folks sure did a fine job on that one. Looks like I got my
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own Robert Shaw Chorale, eh? Say, you hear about Russian television?
You don't watch it; it watches you."
They were all his, body and soul. I had a fleeting vision of a scene
from Fantasia, the "Night on Bald Mountain" sequence, when the little
yellow figures of the damned writhe and twist in the Devil's giant hand.
They loved him. They would have done anything at that moment for
him. I would have done anything that moment to have had a fiftycalibre machine-gun to spray the room with bullets.
But there was no stopping old Barrel-House, and before my mind
had cleared away the carnage I would have wrought, his voice was already hammering at my ears, asking for requests. A loud voice, its
powers of modulation already gone, its tone verging into hoarseness:
"Let's hear that 'Twelfth Street Rag,' Barrel-House baby!" I looked at
the speaker, a flabby caricature of Barney himself in a rumpled business
suit.
A dapper young man with a date yelled: '"Rag Me Blues'!''
Barrel-House held up his hands. "'Twelfth Street' was first. Okay,
Jimmy lad,'' he said, nodding to the midget, who began tapping out the
rhythm on his snare-drum. Barrel-House began to play as before, head
twisted around to smile at the audience. But as he finished, and turned
to face them, he seemed not to notice the wild applause. A rare look of
solemnity came across his face as he grasped the microphone. He
glanced at me meaningfully, but the meanings completely escaped me.
A funereal hush slowly came over the audience, a drunken, indefineable
sorrow, as though the death of a beloved public leader had just been
announced. They followed, willing lambs, as he led them from their
mindless happiness of reminiscences, or, for the younger drinkers, vicarious nostalgia, down to a seriousness that nearly breathed of death.
"You know, folks, it's easy for you out there to forget about usabout me, and 'Rag-Time Rick' over there." I stm·ted at the unexpected
mention of my name, blushing with surprise as he directed the audience's
eyes toward me. "You know, we're not just bums that learned rag-time
in the backs of bar-rooms. There aren't many that have made it this far
without studying - without a lot of studying. We learned the classics you know - learned music the only way there is to learn music - the
hard way. It's a great feeling for us to get up here and play the old
favourites for you folks, believe me, and we all enjoy it. But now . .. I'd
like to play you something a little more serious. Something classical, you
know?''
I cringed to hear this horrifying parody of my parody of a speech,
11ealizing that these two awful negatives were making an affirmative. In
his hand I saw he wa~ holding an ancient, torn piano score with a
floridly designed cover.
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The flabby man in the rumpled suit who had wanted "Twelfth
Street Rag" reacted quickly. "Don't give us that shit, Barrel-House!"
Someone else, I could not make him out in the darkness, chimed in.
"Yeah. Let's have a little 'Maple Leaf Rag'!"' Barrel-House looked up,
a great hurt crowding at the edges of his face.
"That's all right, my friend, in good time. But right now I'd like to
play a piece by that great song-writer, Chopin."
Murmurs 1'0Se from the audience. Not murmurs of discontent, nor
displeasure; merely murmurs of unconcern. The attention of the audience slipped back from the platform, and swirled through the room,
breaking up and centering around individual tables as the number and
audibility of the conversations increased. I could see that Barrel-House
was panicked. The white of his knuckles stood out as he held the microphone tighter. But he stood firm, trying to look unconcerned, as he
waited for the conversation to die down, knowing only too well that it
would not. At last he capitulated, partially.
"I guess you're not ready for that kind of stuff. So I'll have to give
you something else; a beautiful littk tune you probably all know 'Maleguania'." The conversation did not lessen, except to hear what the
substitution would be, before surging back. Doggedly, he turned to the
piano. As he turned, he looked at me, a hurt, quizzical expression on his
face. He seemed to be seeking my approval, as if in some preposterous,
fantastic way he sought my forgiveness for his betmyal of me, and were
asking me to consider that he had not entirely betrayed me, that "Maleguania" was not Chopin, but at least it was not just another of the same.
Then he focused on the piano. I saw the midget, seated with the drumsticks resting silently in his hands, staring at me. A chill meed up my
back, dispersing into prickles along my scalp and the back of my neck.
I rose from the table, and began walking toward the back exit, faster
and faster, the sense of desperation growing inside me as I plowed
through the sea of mutter.ed conversation and tobacco smoke.
"Brother Rat?" I said. "What do you mean?"
"You shouldn't have done it to him," said the midget, staring hard
at me.
"Me? I didn't do anything to him. The audience did it, not me."
"Don't kid me, baby," he said. "I was there both times, last night
and tonight."
I looked away to the brick wall opposite me.
"I didn't mean to interrupt your life of Riley here, or your deep
thoughts concerning the meanings of life, but Barrel-House is finished."
I looked back. .
"He's finished his act."
"They need another round of 'Maple Leaf Rag'?"
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"Aren't we cute," said the midget. "They're crying for you, baby.
'We want "Rag-Time Rick"!' they are shouting. 'Give us our boy!' You
got them in the palm of your hand, kiddo. Why, even old Barrel-House
is crying for you."
I winced.
"Leave us not keep the arts waiting, sweet-heart. Beautiful music
is what they want in there, from those silver fingers of yours," he jeered.
I did not have the strength to fight back. I could see only that
pathetic figure on the stage. As I re-entered the room, with the midget
behind me, I saw Barrel-House seated at a table alone. Behind him
loomed the black silhouette of the platform, piano and all its paraphernalia. I was startled by the smile he gave me when he noticed my
approach.
"It was fine. Barrel-House," I said half-heartedly.
"It stunk, kid," he replied. "What did you leave for? Too rotten for
you too?"
"Fresh air, Barrel-House," I said. "I . .. I didn't like what they did
to you."
He laughed. '1t's the way it goes, kid. Tomorrow night's another
night, a new crowd of the same drunks. Get up and play for them.
They're bored, and I'm on break."
I stepped onto the darkened platform and shivered involuntarily,
like a dog shaking itself free of water. I was completely nonplussed.
I had expected something else - a broken man, a shattered wreck of
what I had known. The sound of Barney and the midget laughing uproariously and talking filtered distinctly through the buzz of conversation.
I reached around the back of the piano, and flipped the battery of
switches. The three floods above me flared up, the Christmas-tree lights
around the piano began to sparkle, and the distant hum of the amplifiers
began to swell.
"All right, ladies and gentlemen, what'll it be?" I began, as a small,
polite wave of applause heralded my electrically glorified arrival.
"Anything!" someone cried from the audience distorted by the glare
of the lights in my eyes.
"How about 'When the Saints'?" I asked.
There was a murmur which I chose to interpret as one of approval.
The room settled into comparative quiet as I began to play. From
the corner of my eye I saw Barrel-House up and headed for another
table, where one of the occupants had already forgotten, and was summoning the waiter for another round of the same, and one extra.
Russell M. Griffin

